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Terminal value is the dominant component of most DCF valuations With 5-year projections, terminal value
usually accounts for 70% or more of the aggregate value This presentation will examine several factors that
impact terminal value and discuss how to address them The final year of the projection
Cautionary Notes on Determining Terminal Value in the DCF
âˆ‘ Terminal Value n (1+k c) n You can find the terminal value in one of three ways. One is to assume a
liquidation of the firmâ€™s assets in the terminal year and estimate what others would pay for the assets that
the firm has accumulated at that point. The other two approaches value the firm as a going concern at the
time of the terminal value estimation.
CLOSURE IN VALUATION: ESTIMATING TERMINAL VALUE
What is the DCF Terminal Value Formula? Terminal value is the estimated value of a business beyond the
explicit forecast period . It is a critical part of the financial model Types of Financial Models The most
common types of financial models include: 3 statement model, DCF model, M&A model, LBO model, budget
model.
DCF Terminal Value Formula - How to Calculate Terminal
The Terminal Value (TV) is the present value of all future cash flows Cash Flow Cash Flow (CF) is the
increase or decrease in the amount of money a business, institution, or individual has. In finance, the term is
used to describe the amount of cash (currency) that is generated or consumed in a given time period.
Terminal Value â€“ Overview of Methods to Calculate Terminal
Terminal value is the value of a projectâ€™s expected cash flow beyond the explicit forecast horizon. An
estimate of terminal value is critical in financial modelling as it accounts for a large percentage of the project
value in a discounted cash flow valuation.
Terminal Value Calculations - Financial modelling examples
192 Getting Closure in Valuation Â¨ A publicly traded firm potentially has an infinite life. The value is therefore
the present value of cash flows forever. Â¨ Since we cannot estimate cash flows forever, we estimate cash
flows for a â€œgrowth periodâ€•and then estimate a terminal value, to capture the value
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